Meet new demands for medical data management

New healthcare initiatives, including Accountable Care Organizations (ACO), Health Information Exchanges (HIE), and population health management programs, require your healthcare organization to have technology that accurately organizes patient data and associates all patient data with the correct patient. You need solutions that can identify, match, and link clinical and financial data across applications, entities, and time, even when that data is spread across multiple systems, formats, and departments, or in systems operated by external partners.

Choose an experienced healthcare technology partner

Infor® brings you 25 years of healthcare industry experience, helping thousands of healthcare organizations deliver top quality care and consistently excellent outcomes. Today, we continue to invest in powerful solutions and join forces with innovative partners such as NextGate Solutions Inc. to address the most costly areas of operations and help you respond to the industry’s changing business needs. Infor Healthcare solutions and NextGate technologies give you all the tools you need to connect systems and improve operational efficiency.

The importance of maintaining complete and accurate patient information has never been greater.
Organize and standardize

Infor Healthcare customers can improve the way their systems identify, link, and share patient and provider information with the help of NextGate Registries for Healthcare product suite. This collection of high performing solutions help healthcare organizations manage and exchange data from disparate sources with the highest level of trust, accuracy, and security.

By combining NextGate technologies with Infor Healthcare Solutions, your healthcare organization can gain:

- A single, authoritative point of reference for critical enterprise data
- Reduced administration costs
- Data integration across multiple systems, formats, and partners
- Meaningful, standards-based data interoperability
- Better data quality, data governance, and management

The NextGate suite includes data models, algorithms, logic, and data stewardship capabilities organized across three distinct solutions:

- **Enterprise Master Patient Index (EMPI)**—To prevent creating duplicate records, EMPI cross-references patient identifiers from multiple systems, creates a unique identifier for each patient, and establishes a single best record for convenient and trusted global patient searches and data exchange.

- **Provider Registry**—The NextGate suite delivers a unified view of an individual or institutional provider entity across disparate sources, including credentials, practice locations, and roles. As a result, you’ll achieve more effective information sharing for results routing, referrals, and the like.

- **Provider Directory**—This IHE HPD-Plus compliant directory implementation controls and allows authorized external users to query and view information on active providers contained in the Provider Registry.

With NextGate Registries for Healthcare, you’ll gain an integrated, flexible approach to organizing patient data that helps you achieve clear communication and improve patient outcomes. You’ll also improve the integrity of your patient data, thanks to its data quality management technologies that make it easy for you to maintain and control data, with features including search, edit, merge, unmerge, and compare.
Get better results

With the NextGate Registries for Healthcare suite, you can streamline and improve the way you manage patient data in order to reduce administrative costs and prevent medical errors. In the end, your organization will gain a higher level of agility that can help you support new initiatives and deliver better care.

Benefits:

- Reduce medical errors arising from incomplete or inconsistent patient data.
- Locate provider information easily.
- Collaborate more effectively across your entire care team.
- Prevent duplicate diagnostic tests.
- Increase confidence in the patient and provider data you exchange.
- Streamline registration.

Learn more about Infor solutions for healthcare ›
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